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Abstract

We investigate the cyclic mechanical behavior in uniaxial tension of three dif-

ferent commercial thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers (TPU) often consid-

ered as a sustainable replacement for common filled elastomers. All TPU have

similar hard segment contents and linear moduli but sensibly different large

strain properties as shown by X-ray analysis. Despite these differences, we

found a stiffening effect after conditioning in step cyclic loading which greatly

differs from the common softening (also referred as Mullins effect) observed in

chemically crosslinked filled rubbers. We propose that this self-reinforcement

is related to the fragmentation of hard domains, naturally present in TPU, in

smaller but more numerous sub-units that may act as new physical

crosslinking points. The proposed stiffening mechanism is not dissimilar to the

strain-induced crystallization observed in stretched natural rubber, but it pre-

sents a persistent nature. In particular, it may cause a local reinforcement

where an inhomogeneous strain field is present, as is the case of a crack propa-

gating in cyclic fatigue, providing a potential explanation for the well-known

toughness and wear resistance of TPU.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Soft thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers (TPU) are
well known for their outstanding combination of revers-
ible elasticity, abrasion resistance, and easy processabil-
ity. They are multiblock copolymers characterized by
alternating soft segments (SS) and hard segments
(HS) forming a two-phase microstructure where the soft
phase is the majority. The microphase separation is
driven by the ability of the HS to form inter and intra-
chain hydrogen bonds between carbonyl and amine
groups developing therefore small and stiff lamellae
domains surrounded by the soft phase. These hard
domains (HD) have a typical size of 5–30 nm and are

stiffer than soft segment domains (SD) acting both as
nanoscale fillers and physical crosslinks.1,2 The versatile
processing, recyclability and comparable reversible elas-
ticity make TPU a serious competitor to replace elasto-
mers in a number of technical applications despite the
higher material cost.

Unsurprisingly, several studies on TPU focused on
the correlation between their composition and mechani-
cal properties at small and large strain1,3–5 with the target
to further explore the field of applications of this class of
materials. In particular, the presence of a mechanical
behavior with the same characteristics as those of the
Mullins effect classically observed in filled rubbers6

(higher energy losses and stress softening during the first
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loading-unloading cycle), was reported in several TPU
with different composition of HS and SS.3,7,8

The Mullins effect was originally detected in filled
(or crystallizing) chemically crosslinked rubbers9 and
despite its relevance for final rubber properties, its origin
is still debated and may depend on the detailed structure
of the material. Nevertheless, it is generally accepted, that
the first cycle hysteresis comes in particular from struc-
tural rearrangements of filler aggregates.6 In the case of
unfilled TPU, the change in mechanical behavior after
the application of strain is due to structural
rearrangements of the multiphase structure. This
mechanical effect has been often qualitatively investi-
gated and compared to that observed in filled
rubbers,2,3,8,10 but to the best of our knowledge, it has not
yet been discussed quantitatively and in detail with a
consistent methodology. Given the relevance of cyclic
loading for the durability of materials and the renewed
push to replace permanently crosslinked elastomers with
thermoplastic reprocessable alternatives, we felt that the
question of the evolution of the structure and mechanical
properties of TPU with cyclic loading should be revisited.

Recently, Merckel and co-workers11 proposed an easy
methodology to quantify and compare the contribution
of the structural changes to mechanical damage in filled
elastomers after the application of a given strain. They
proposed to use two damage parameters: one to account
for the reduction in linear modulus and the other to
account for the change in the onset of strain hardening
in large strain. As they point out, these two parameters
overlap for filled elastomers, and suggest that the same
type of structural modification affects small strain stiff-
ness and strain hardening.11 However, mechanical dam-
age is inherently related to the structural modifications
induced by deformation, which is a material-specific
property and may be fundamentally different between
TPU and filled crosslinked rubbers.

Using the aforementioned methodology, we carried
out here a quantitative evaluation of the structural
changes occurring under cyclic loading in TPU and more
importantly of the changes in mechanical properties
induced by this cyclic loading. In order to be representa-
tive, we carried out all experiments with three commer-
cially available TPU of the Elastollan series kindly
provided by BASF AG.

Finally, within the framework of the possible substi-
tution of conventional filled rubbers with TPU we also
compared the mechanical behavior of our soft TPU with
that of a typical crosslinked elastomer made from a ran-
dom copolymer of styrene-butadiene (SBR) filled with
reinforcing carbon black (CB), emphasizing similarities
between these two classes of materials in terms of small

strain elasticity, and differences in structural evolution
and large strain behavior.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1 | Uniaxial tensile test

The different large strain behavior for all three TPU:
TPU_XTAL, TPU_HARD, and TPU_SOFT, can be appre-
ciated in Figure 1(A), reporting the engineering stress-
stretch curves in uniaxial tension at different tempera-
tures. All TPU are characterized by a high extensibility at
failure. The linear regime is only observed for a few per-
cent of deformation (λ < 1.2) where we calculated the
Young modulus E Table 1 for 23 and 60�C). Above this
limit, all three materials initially show a strain softening
regime. Then TPU_XTAL and TPU_HARD present a
marked strain hardening that is less intense in
TPU_SOFT. Only in case of TPU_XTAL, as we reported
in another work,12 the strain hardening is accompanied
by the formation of a new crystalline phase (strain-
induced crystallization), which is partially retained in
unloaded samples. The effect of increasing the tempera-
ture is mainly that of reducing the stress at break σb for
all materials, and in the case of TPU_SOFT also to reduce
its maximum extensibility. Interestingly this reduction of
strain at break with temperature was already observed
for multiblock thermoplastic elastomers (TPE) based on
poly-butadiene terephthalate (PBT) as HS as reported by
Aime.13

The stress-stretch curves of uniaxial step-strain cyclic
test for all TPU at 23�C are reported in Figure 1(B). All
curves show similar characteristics:

• Large hysteresis between the first load–unload cycle.
• Very pronounced softening after the first loading, and

recovery of the monotonic test behavior envelope only
when the material is stretched to higher values than
those previously applied (Mullins effect).

• Marked residual deformation λres after unloading.

This large residual deformation λres is consistent with lit-
erature data on TPU3,4 and can be attributed to the absence
of chemical crosslinks as well as to the plastic deformation
of the HD following the application of large strains. Interest-
ingly, we found that for the same value of maximum applied
stretch λmax, all TPUs present a similar fraction of residual
stretch λres(Figure 1(C)). In contrast, in SBR the fraction of
residual stretch is considerably lower for all values of tested
maximum stretch compared to TPU because the chemical
crosslinking prevents plastic deformation.
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2.2 | Structural investigations

WAXS 1D intensity profile is shown in Figure 2(A) for all
three soft TPU. The absence of any crystalline reflection
in TPU_XTAL and TPU_HARD indicates a completely
amorphous hard phase in the pristine material. The crys-
talline peaks (indicated by the arrows) in TPU_SOFT are
compatible with the crystalline structure of PBT as
reported in literature.14,15

2D SAXS images and the corresponding integrated
profiles for pristine and unloaded samples (previously

FIGURE 1 Uniaxial stress-stretch curves at different temperatures (A) and cyclic stretch-stress curve at 23�C (B) for three TPU.

(C) Residual vs. maximum applied deformation during the last cycle for: TPU_XTAL , TPU_SOFT , TPU_HARD , SBR . TPU,

thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 1 Young modulus for all TPU at 23 and 60�C

Name E @ 23�C (MPa) E @ 60�C (MPa)

TPU_XTAL 8.7 ± 0.1 5.0 ± 0.7

TPU_SOFT 7.8 ± 0.1 5.8 ± 0.1

TPU_HARD 7.3 ± 0.1 5.7 ± 0.1

Abbreviation: TPU, thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers.
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strained for several cycles at λmax= 2.25) are shown in
Figure 2(B),(C),(D) for TPU_XTAL, TPU_HARD, and
TPU_SOFT respectively. All curves are characterized by a

maximum in the intensity, due to microphase separation
in TPU, which can be associated to the average distance
between hard domains (or long period L).16 The data of

FIGURE 2 (A) WAXS pattern for pristine TPU_XTAL, TPU_SOFT, and TPU_HARD (data were vertically shifted for the sake of

readability). (B) 2D SAXS pattern and 1D integrated profile for pristine and unloaded TPU_XTAL, (C) TPU_HARD, and (D) TPU_SOFT.

(E) Schematic illustrating the aggregation of HS in HD and definition of L (long period between HD) before and after loading. HD, hard

domains; HS, hard segments; TPU, thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 2 Long period L between

HD for pristine and unloaded samples

(according to Bragg's law). Domains

thickness and hard segments volume

fraction (ϕ) for pristine TPU_XTAL and

TPU_HARD calculate using the

lamellar model

Name L (pristine) (nm) L (unloaded) (nm) C (nm) ϕ

TPU_XTAL 13 10 2.9 0.24

TPU_SOFT 30 26 – –

TPU_HARD 16 12 2.9 0.24

Abbreviation: TPU, thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers.
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the long period L calculated from Bragg's law in both
pristine and unloaded samples are reported in Table 2.
The lower value of L for strained samples was already
observed in similar multiphase systems17–20 and was gen-
erally associated to a fragmentation of HD into smaller
units as sketched in Figure 2(E).

In addition, TPU_SOFT has an elliptical SAXS pat-
tern indicating the presence of a preferential orientation
in the HD (probably induced by injection molding) that
contrasts with the random orientation of HD in the other
two TPU (circular pattern).

We adopted the lamellar model proposed by Strobl
and Schneider,21 which requires random orientation of
HD, in order to evaluate some structural parameters in
TPU_XTAL and TPU_HARD. Both materials present the
same calculated values of thickness of HD (C) and HS

volume fraction ϕ as reported in Table 2, suggesting a
very similar microstructure between TPU_XTAL and
TPU_HARD. On the other hand, the higher value of L
and the semi-crystalline character of HD in TPU_SOFT,
indicates the presence of some major structural difference
compared to TPU_XTAL and TPU_HARD.

2.3 | Damage analysis in cyclic loading

We used the approach proposed by Merckel et al.11 to
estimate the damage in both unfilled TPU and filled SBR
in terms of large strain damage (Dls) and small strain
damage (Dss) as detailed in the following. First, we
expressed the data of cyclic loading experiments in terms
of true stress vs. Hencky strain as reported in Figure 3(A)

FIGURE 3 True stress-Hencky strain representation of cyclic experiment for (A) TPU_HARD and (B) filled SBR. (C) Example of linear

fitting for the calculation of E for TPU_HARD. (D) E vs. Hencky strain for all TPU and for SBR. SBR, styrene-butadiene; TPU, thermoplastic

polyurethane elastomers [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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for TPU_HARD and SBR Figure 3(B). We would like to
stress that in cyclic deformation of TPU, the engineering
stress–strain representation (Figure 1(B)), that seems to
suggest a cyclic softening, is misleading. The engineering
representation of strain only compares the final state
with the initial state and, in the case of materials with
high residual strain, it introduces a non-negligible bias
on the measurement. Contrarily, the Hencky strain
accounts for all the incremental steps of deformation
(considering the value of the sample length just before
each strain increment).

The value of Dss for each increasing step of maximum
strain hk, is obtained from the ratio between the linear
modulus Ek for the cycles of step k and that of the pris-
tine material (E0) as follows:

Dss =1−
Ek

E0
: ð1Þ

Figure 3(C) shows an example of linear fitting used to
calculate E, and the values of the fitted modulus for all
TPU and SBR are shown in Figure 3(D). The larger

values of maximum Hencky strain at which the modulus
was evaluated for TPU are justified by their higher maxi-
mum extensibility compared to SBR. While in the case of
SBR E always decreases with maximum applied strain, in
all TPU E initially decreases and, for Hencky strains
larger than 1.5 (λ�4), E increases again reaching the pris-
tine value or even larger values in the case of
TPU_XTAL. A similar result was also found by
Koerner.20

The large strain damage, or Dls, is associated to the
onset of strain hardening in cyclic loading at different
maximum strain and is defined as:

Dls =1−α, ð2Þ

where α is a rescaling factor on the Hencky strain and it
is obtained as follows:

1. Each unloading curve is shifted to the origin to com-
pensate for the residual strain (Figure 4(A),(C)).

2. A master-curve is built by performing a superposition
fit using a least square minimization of each

FIGURE 4 Example of true

stress vs. Hencky shifted (A–C) and
true stress vs. Hencky virgin (B–D)
respectively for TPU_HARD and

SBR. The dotted lines represent an

estimation of the onset of strain

hardening and are used as a guide

for the eyes. SBR, styrene-butadiene;

TPU, thermoplastic polyurethane

elastomers [Color figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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unloading curve using the first unloading curve as a
reference (Figure 4(B),(D)). This is mathematically
equivalent to write: hvirgin = α*hshifted.

The first step is very important especially for mate-
rials such as TPU, which present a significant residual
strain when unloaded. Shifting the stress–strain curve at
the origin in fact, we obtain the same curve, which a user
unaware of the previous strain history, would measure
experimentally. Moreover, the shifted curves reported for
TPU_HARD and SBR in Figure 4(A),(C) demonstrate the
different effect of maximum applied strain on the onset
of strain hardening (approximatively indicated as λhard)
between TPU_HARD and SBR. Unlike SBR, in
TPU_HARD the onset of strain hardening in each
unloading curve for the step k + 1 appears at comparable
or lower strain than step k. This has a strong influence
on the previously described rescaling procedure as shown
by the different values of the damage parameter Dls

obtained for SBR and for all TPU.
Figure 5 reports the calculated values of Dss and Dls

for SBR at 23�C (A) and for all three TPU at 23 and 60�C
(B and C). The trend is substantially different between
SBR (where both Dss and Dls similarly increase with
strain) and TPU. In all TPU, Dss and Dls have a

dependence on the maximum Hencky strain that is quali-
tatively similar to the one we just discussed for the linear
modulus. Both damage parameters first increase (soften-
ing) and then decrease (stiffening), eventually becoming
negative in case of TPU_XTAL. At 60�C this trend is even
more evident and all damage values are negative. More-
over, the damage in small and large strain is decoupled.

3 | DISCUSSION

3.1 | Differences between TPU and SBR

In the case of SBR, the analysis of damage shows that
both damage parameters (Dls and Dss) nearly overlap and
have a monotonically increasing dependence on the
applied strain, meaning that the damage in the material
increases with deformation. Merckel and coworkers11

interpreted this as an indication that, in filled SBR, the
application of a cyclic strain generates some kind of phys-
ical damage on the filled rubber that affects in a similar
way both the small and large strain properties of the
polymer itself. In other words, they argued that in SBR
the change in the small and large strain mechanical
response with applied strain have the same origin. On

FIGURE 5 Damage vs. Hencky

strain calculated for SBR (A) and

TPU at 23�C (B) and 60�C (C). The

symbols indicate Dss for: SBR: ,

TPU_HARD: , TPU_SOFT: ,

TPU_XTAL: and Dls for SBR: ,

TPU_HARD: , TPU_SOFT: ,

TPU_XTAL: . SBR, styrene-

butadiene; TPU, thermoplastic

polyurethane elastomers [Color

figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the other hand, although in all three TPU Dls and Dss

have similar trends, they do not superimpose well and,
above a threshold value of strain, they decrease with
increasing maximum strain. In certain cases, Dls and Dss

may assume even a negative value, especially at 60�C.
Finally, it is important to underline that, the main differ-
ence between TPU and SBR, which leads to a different
trend in the calculated damage, is the amount of residual
deformation λres. In the case of SBR, λres is mostly negligi-
ble while, in the case of TPU, λres accounts for almost
one third of λmax and has a great effect on the rescaling
procedure.

3.2 | Interpretation of the estimated
damage in TPU

The decrease of Dss in TPU at large applied strains is associ-
ated with a permanent increase in the initial modulus
E with applied deformation for all samples (Figure 3(D)).
In particular, TPU_XTAL, which can crystallize under
strain at 23�C, shows the highest values of E that eventu-
ally becomes even higher than in the pristine material, for
large values of maximum applied strain, which results in a
“negative damage.” This inversion of trend is not typical of
classical damage theories, where the damage parameter
increases monotonically up to failure, as observed for SBR.
The inversion of trend observed for TPU suggests that both
estimators Dls and Dss reveal the competing effect of a
strain induced damage mechanism with a strong strain-
induced stiffening mechanism that permanently affects
both the initial modulus and the strain hardening proper-
ties of TPU. This unusual increase in the initial modulus
with applied strain must depend on the specific multiphase
structure of each TPU that gets rearranged with applied
strain.16 The reduction of the long period L in highly
strained TPU was reported by several authors17–19 and
interpreted as a fragmentation of the original HD into

smaller units. We believe that the breakdown of the origi-
nal bigger HD into smaller, but probably more homoge-
neously dispersed and more numerous domains, has the
same effect of increasing the density of physical
crosslinking points, as schematically showed in Figure 6,
thus causing an increase of the stiffness. In the case of
TPU_XTAL, which crystallizes under strain, the increase
in physical crosslinking (attributed to the fragmentation of
HD) is enhanced by the intrinsic stiffness of the crystallites
(that act as additional HD and crosslinking points),
explaining the enhanced trend in E(h) for TPU_XTAL.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed the cyclic mechanical behavior at small and
large strain of three TPU which share a similar linear
modulus (�7–8 MPa at 23�C), but have different large
strain properties, related to subtle differences in composi-
tion and microstructure. As common to most TPU, all of
these multiblock copolymers self-organize into a
microphase separated structure of HD that act as physical
crosslinks into a softer matrix. This conveys to TPU their
remarkable mechanical behavior, combining the classical
elastomeric reversible elasticity with high extensibility,
considerable strain hardening, damage softening limited
to the first loading cycle (Mullins like), and contained
plastic creep under large strain. We developed here a con-
sistent methodology to assess these different components
of the complex behavior of TPU, inspired from the work
of Merckel and co-workers11 on filled rubbers. This
allowed us to identify the occurrence of a strain induced
permanent stiffening in TPU, which is shown to increase
progressively with applied strain in uniaxial cyclic load-
ing, overcoming the damage softening effect that is com-
mon with filled rubbers.

A major focus of our work is the quantitative compar-
ison of the different components of the mechanical

FIGURE 6 Schematic illustration of HD

restructuration with strain. The fragmentation

of original HD in smaller but more numerous

units provides additional physical crosslinking

to the network. HD, hard domain [Color figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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behavior between three different commercially available
TPU that were chosen to discriminate between role of
macroscopic large strain behavior and the microscopic
mechanisms involved in the structural modifications
induced by cyclic loadings at large strain. While
TPU_XTAL and TPU_HARD have similar fractions of
HD and a remarkable strain hardening, TPU_SOFT con-
tains evidence of the presence of crystallized PBT and has
a considerably less intense strain hardening before frac-
ture. While the macroscopic large strain behavior of
TPU_XTAL and TPU_HARD is quite similar, its micro-
scopic origin for TPU_XTAL can be partly attributed to
strain induced crystallization that only occurs in this
material. Despite their differences, we showed a surpris-
ing linear relationship between residual and maximum
strain during cycles at different temperatures and in all
three TPU resulted in a pronounced change in mechani-
cal properties after cyclic loading. However, the most
remarkable and potentially impactful result of the pre-
sent work lies in the discovery of strain induced stiffen-
ing in TPU with applied strain in cyclic loading. While
the molecular origin of this peculiar behavior in TPU
has not been clarified unambiguously yet, we propose
that it originates from the fragmentation of original HD
into smaller, but more numerous sub-units that may
themselves act as additional physical crosslinking
points.22 This strain-dependent stiffening, can be com-
pared to the strain-induced crystallization observed in
stretched natural rubber. However, while crystals in nat-
ural rubber melt when the strain is released, the SIC
stiffening of TPU has a persistent nature and adds to the
effect of HD fragmentation, which we propose as a more
general mechanism of permanent strain stiffening in
TPU. We believe that this peculiar strain induced per-
manent strain stiffening plays a major role in determin-
ing the remarkable resistance of TPU to cyclic fatigue
that we investigated in a companion paper,23 due to the
enhanced local stiffening of the crack tip region where
the strains are locally concentrated by the presence of a
notch.

5 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.1 | Materials

The three TPU used in this work are polyester based
polyurethanes of the Elastollan series with commercial
names EC 60 A 10P, LP9 277 10, and 565 A 12P and
were kindly provided by BASF. We labeled them
TPU_HARD, TPU_SOFT, and TPU_XTAL respectively,
to underline the difference in their large strain behavior
as will be discussed in the experimental part.

TPU_SOFT also differs from the others because it con-
tains a small percentage of crystallized poly-butadiene
terephthalate (PBT), while the other two are completely
amorphous. Their glass transition temperature Tg mea-
sured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC at 10�/
min) is reported in Table 3.

TPU specimens were injected by the Laboratoire de
Recherche et Contrôle des Caoutchoucs et Plastiques
(LRCCP) into 2 mm thick large square-plate, from which
tensile dog-bone samples (cross section of 2 x 4 mm2)
were cut. The temperatures used in the injection molding
procedure are summarized in the Appendix A for all
samples.

The SBR rubber is filled with CB and all data con-
cerning that rubber comes from the work of Mzabi
et al.24,25 The unvulcanised SBR has a mass Mw of
120 kg/mol and a polydispersity of 1.94 and was provided
by Michelin. Its styrene content is 15 wt% and the glass
transition temperature Tg measured by differential scan-
ning calorimetry (DSC at 10�C/ min) is −48�C. The
detailed composition is reported in Table 4 as provided
by Michelin. All samples were prepared, molded, and
cured by Michelin. For tensile tests, samples were cut in
a dog-bone shape and cross section of 2 x 4 mm2 and
loaded with a strain rate of 4 s−1.

5.2 | Step-cycle tests

The dog-bone shaped samples were strongly fixed
between mechanical clamps since TPU are very tough.
An optical system was used to measure the local stretch
in the gage area of the sample and to check the absence
of slippage from the clamps during the test. The samples
were strained in uniaxial conditions at the stretch rate of
_λ = 4 s−1. The elongation was performed in a stepwise
mode: 5 or 10 cycles were performed for each increasing
value of maximum applied stretch λk for SBR and TPU
respectively. The stress was reduced to σ = 0 between
two successive steps in order to prevent buckling. Strain
ε, stretch λ, Hencky strain h, stress σ, and true stress
T are defined as below.

ε=
l− l0
l0

λ=
l
l0
σ=

F
A0

T = σ 1+ εð Þh=
ðl
l0

dε= ln λð Þ,

TABLE 3 Glass transition temperature for all TPU measured

by DSC

Sample TPU_HARD TPU_SOFT TPU_XTAL

Tg at 10�C/min −50�C −48�C −34�C

Abbreviation: TPU, thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers.
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l0 and l indicate the initial length and instantaneous
length respectively, A0 the initial cross section area and
F the measured force.

5.3 | Structural study

Information on the physical structure of nanodomains
was obtained by X-ray analysis using the facilities of the
materials science center of DSM, Netherlands. The beam
wavelength was 0.154 nm. The 2D data were integrated
using “FIT-2D” software.26 All data were corrected by
subtracting background scattering and circularly inte-
grated to obtain 1D profile. SAXS data was expressed in
terms of wave vector q= 4πsinθ

ν where 2θ is the scattering
angle and ν is the wavelength. 1D SAXS profile were
fitted with Gaussian curves to determine the central posi-
tion q* of the peak. According to Bragg's law the long
period L or inter-hard domain distance was evaluated as
L= 2π

q� . The 2D SAXS profiles were obtained for all three
TPU in relaxed conditions for two sets of samples: pris-
tine and previously strained for several times at
λmax = 2.25.

An approach based on two-phase, lamellar morphol-
ogy21 and correlation function analysis was used to iden-
tify the crystalline layer thickness (C) and bulk volume
crystallinity (ϕ) (graphically indicated in Figure 7) for
those TPU presenting random orientation of HD.

The correlation function has the form:

K xð Þ=
ð∞
0
4πq2I qð Þcos 2πqxð Þdq: ð3Þ

This approach requires the extrapolation of the
data at q ! ∞ and !0. The data were extrapolated
using Porod's law I ≈ q4 and Guinier's law: I ≈ A + Bq
respectively.
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APPENDIX A

The temperature used in the injection procedure is sum-
marized in Table A1 and schematically showed in
Figure A2.

TABLE A1 barrel temperature

profile for injection procedure. Zone

1–4 goes from the rear to the front of

the barrel

Barrel/name Zone 1 (�C) Zone 2 (�C) Zone 4(�C) Nozzle (�C) Mold (�C)

TPU_XTAL 170 180 190 185 30

TPU_SOFT 190 200 205 200 30

TPU_HARD 165 170 175 170 30

FIGURE A2 Schematic of injection process with the different

zones of the barrel [Color figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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